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|  Horizontal film packaging machines, 

flowpack machines, paper packaging 

machines, automation solutions, 

robots, and handling systems

Complete solutions for horizontal  
packaging in film and paper
HUGO BECK is a world leading specialist in horizontal 
film packaging machines, flowpack and paper packag-
ing machines as well as automation solutions with the 
range of 3,000 to 18,000 cycles/hour. We provide a 
complete range of machine solutions for flowpacks, poly 
bags, and shrink packs as both primary and secondary 
packaging. 

Our latest paper packaging solutions underline our 
commitment to the continued development of innovative 
machine technology and sustainable packaging solu-
tions to help meet environmental objectives. Whether 
maximising production efficiencies and replacing plastic 
films with paper or minimising packaging materials used, 
our team is on hand to highlight savings that can be ef-
fectively achieved in the production of film and paper 
bags and shrink packs.

High-grade customised installations
While relevant for all industries, HUGO BECK’s custom-
ised film packaging and automation solutions are par-
ticularly significant for the pharmaceutical and medical 
technology sectors. The packaging systems used, most 
of which are designed as high-grade customer-specific 
installations, guarantee the greatest possible precision 
of reproduction; in other words, packaging ready for 
sale, right from the very first product onwards. And it 
goes without saying that we meet the highest require-
ments in terms of cleanroom hygiene, documentation, 
and safety, while on the systems side, we achieve abso-
lute traceability throughout the process (Track & Trace). 
Upon request we provide our clients with validation, 
qualification, and GMP certification service.

As the trend towards automation continues to increase, 
HUGO BECK also uses robotic systems as part of the 
packaging line and integrates various handling systems.
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Safe and hygienic, airtight, and  
high-barrier packaging
The combination of air-tight, high barrier packaging and 
flexibility across different product sizes and bundles, 
makes HUGO BECK’s flowpack machines ideal for 
applications in this area. The equipment is designed to 
conform to the highest documentation and safety stand-
ards. In addition, by processing a range of substrate 
solutions, materials such as composite and barrier films 
of various thicknesses, polypropylene and polyethylene 
mono-material, as well as Tyvek® can all be used for 
flowrapped primary packaging.

With flowpack machines, it is also possible to switch to 
paper-based packaging with a minimal sealable coat-
ing, which means that the paper still remains recyclable.

Additional functionality, such as packing under modified 
atmosphere (MAP), automatic film-changing devices, or 
the dispensing of leaflet inserts are only a few examples 
of user-specified options. 

Upon request, all HUGO BECK packaging machines are 
available in stainless steel or hygienic design to meet 
the stringent requirements for packaging in this sector.

As an alternative to flowpack machines, we offer film 
packaging machines for poly bags and shrink packs. 
Here, the focus is more on product protection and trans-
port, implemented as primary or secondary packaging. 
All types of film can be processed, including PE/PO/PP 
mono-material and bio films.


